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In the decade since the disputed 2000 Presidential election, policymakers at every level ofIn the decade since the disputed 2000 Presidential election, policymakers at every level of

American government have invested considerable time, energy and resources into improvingAmerican government have invested considerable time, energy and resources into improving

election laws and voting technology across the nation. Lost in this effort, however, has beenelection laws and voting technology across the nation. Lost in this effort, however, has been

any sustained attention to the oft-overlooked and underappreciated field of electionany sustained attention to the oft-overlooked and underappreciated field of election

administration: the women and men whose job it is simply to make voting work.administration: the women and men whose job it is simply to make voting work.

Doug Chapin, a nationally-recognized voice in the field of election administration policy andDoug Chapin, a nationally-recognized voice in the field of election administration policy and

reform, discussed the challenges and opportunities facing the field and present some ideasreform, discussed the challenges and opportunities facing the field and present some ideas

about how professionalization of election administration can help the nation's election systemabout how professionalization of election administration can help the nation's election system

meet the demands of the 21st Century.meet the demands of the 21st Century.

DOUG CHAPINDOUG CHAPIN

Doug Chapin is the founding director of Doug Chapin is the founding director of Electionline.orgElectionline.org, which has been a, which has been a

nationally-recognized voice in election administration policy since 2001. Henationally-recognized voice in election administration policy since 2001. He

was most recently in private legal practice in Washington, D.C., after threewas most recently in private legal practice in Washington, D.C., after three

years as elections counsel to the minority of the U.S. Senate Committee onyears as elections counsel to the minority of the U.S. Senate Committee on

Rules and Administration. Chapin holds a law degree from GeorgetownRules and Administration. Chapin holds a law degree from Georgetown

University and a master of public administration from Harvard University's John F. KennedyUniversity and a master of public administration from Harvard University's John F. Kennedy

School of Government.School of Government.


